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Free Essay: Analysis of the Inferno of Dante Alighieri's Divine Comedy The Divine Comedy by Dante Alighieri is
considered by many as the first great poem in.

Added to these are two unlike categories that are specifically spiritual: Limbo, in Circle 1, contains the
virtuous pagans who were not sinful but were ignorant of Christ, and Circle 6 contains the heretics who
contradicted the doctrine and confused the spirit of Christ. Dante was very unsympathetic. Oh how hard it is to
describe how harsh and tough that savage wood was The very thought of it renews the fear! He began writing
it somewhere between and finished it only a short while before his death in , while in exile. I saw within Its
depth how It conceives all things in a single volume bound by Love, of which the universe is the scattered
leaves; substance, accident, and their relation so fused that all I say could do no more than yield a glimpse of
that bright revelation. In a flash of understanding that he cannot express, Dante finally understands the
mystery of Christ 's divinity and humanity, and his soul becomes aligned with God's love: [29] But already my
desire and my will were being turned like a wheel, all at one speed, by the Love which moves the sun and the
other stars. How shall I say what wood that was! When one is cured of pride, he moves up to the second
cornice, envy, resentful awareness of another's good fortune and the desire to obtain the same advantage.
Among them he saw the founder of Islam and his nephew, and also the leader of a contemporary heretical
order. In the first round, Caina, the sinners are frozen up to their necks in ice. In the second, flatterers were
mired in a stew of human excrement. He wrote La Commedia, the Divine Comedy, from to , completing the
work the year before he died. It is the first significant text written in the Italian vernacular and is written in
terza rima , an interlocking three-line rhyme scheme invented by the author. To hell, and back again At the
beginning of Inferno, Dante alludes to the apocalyptic vision of the biblical Book of Revelation. There, he
encounters the souls of the lustful, including the legendary Tristan and Isolde and the historical Francesca da
Rimini and her lover Paolo. The plot is set up in , around the time Dante was in exile from his native Florence.
New York: Pantheon Books,  If Dante had tried to touch one of them, his hand would have met no physical
resistance since the shades would melt into the air. Ugolino and his sons. In his Life of Dante, Giovanni
Boccaccio , author of the Decameron , classified Dante as a prophet and his poem a prophecy. Thus from the
brink of death, repenting all our sins, forgiving those who sinned against us, with our final breath we offered
up our souls at peace with Him who saddens us with longing to behold His glory on the throne of Seraphim.
Any Subject. In his wanderings he encounters three specters, the leopard, the lion, and the she-wolf. The
Inferno is generally thought to be the best and most interesting part, which may be a result of its inverse
structure: the moral plot is less visible because Dante descends into Hell. In reality Ugolino conspired against
his party, the Ghibellines, to bring the opposing Guelfs to power. Because he is the main character, Dante
speaks in the first person and interprets his experience as he views sin in all its ugliness. The more one loves
on earth, the closer in Heaven one is to God, who is All-Love. Dante and Beatrice ascend through several
heavens, the moon, and the planets, to the Empyrean , the heaven of divine peace. In Dis they would see the
punishments of the violent, the fraudulent, and traitors. He also speaks to his beloved advisor and scholar,
Brunetto Latini. Dante learned that the cannibal was Count Ugolino , who had been starved to death with his
innocent children by the Archbishop Ruggieri. Dante and Virgil enter Hell proper, the second circle, where
monster, Minos, sits in judgment of all of the damned, and sends them to the proper circle according to their
sin. At the ninth chasm, the poets see a mass of horribly mutilated bodies.


